From
Additional Director General of Police (Training)
Thiruvananthapuram

To
All Unit Heads

Sir,

Sub : Inviting nominations for One week course on Cyber Crime and Investigation from 03/02/2020 to 08/02/2020 at CAPT, Bhopal-reg:-


Kindly refer to the above.

CAPT, Bhopal is organising One week course on Cyber Crime and Investigation from 03/02/2020 to 08/02/2020. Level of participants Inspector to SP. As such eligible nominations if any may be forwarded to this office on or before 15/01/2020. The nominations should contain details such as Name, Rank, Designation, Office Address and Contact Details including e-mail ID.

Yours faithfully

[Signature]

Salma K M
Junior Superintendent
For Additional Director General of Police (Training)

Copy To : (1). ADGP, SCRB to upload details in webportal of Kerala Police.
(2). Principal PTC to upload details in PTC website.
TKS CQ DE BPL Z A TA NR 356 - 386 GR 2000
To... The Director General, (All States/UTs Police organizations)
FM ... ASSTT. DIRECTOR CAPT BHOPAL
No....48/TRYCICYBERCAPT/B P L/2019/1271 Dated 06/12/2019
Subject:- One, week course on "Cyber crime and
Sir,
Central Academy for Police Training. Bhopal, would like to offer One week
course on "Cyber crime and investigation" to the appropriate personnel of
your organisation: Duration and dates of Workshop : Six days from
03/02/2020 to 08/02/2020.
Location CAPT Bhopal.
Number of Participants - 60 Participants.
NOTE: Please ensure that the following deadlines are met in order to
avoid the cancellation of this limited and highly popular training
opportunity. Last date for acceptance of the course is 15/01/2020. The
following information is provided to give you a better perspective of
this course.
1) COURSE OBJECTIVES: This course is aimed to groom & upgrade the
capabilities of the officers in the field of Cyber crime investigation.
2) COURSE AND DESCRIPTION: The purpose of the course is to enhance and
refresh the knowledge of Police Officers on Cyber crime investigation. It
will be a good platform to share and interchange the knowledge and
practices which are being adopted by the different CAPFs on border to
prevent the crime. They will be also taught about the various modus
operandi which is being adopted by the criminals for this organized crime
and effective measures which can be taken as per the law to detect and
prevent and investigate cyber cases.
3) PARTICIPANT CRITERIA: Nominate Officers in the Rank of Inspector to
SP/21C. Kindly nominate eight officers as detailed and four as reserve
from your respective States/UTs Institutes latest by 15/01/2020.
4) COURSE LANGUAGE: The medium of course will be Hindi and English Only.
5) RESOURCE REQUIREMENT: It is expected from participants to bring
presentation I case study on related matter.
6) CONTACT DETAILS (Email. I mobile number ) of nominated officers may be
sent to Director CAPT, Bhopal on email adtrg3-capt@bprd.nic.in/
di.rcapt@nic.in The nominees may be directed to report by 02/02/2020 at
CAPT campus Kanhasaiya Bhopal ( MP). The dress order of the trainees are
civvies-full suit or full sleeved shirt , tie & trouser with formal shoes
for gentlemen, and saree/salwar suit/Business suit for ladies. It is
requested to direct the detailed participants not to bring their family
as well as security aid along with them as Academy has no family
accommodation. 7) LOCATION: CAPT is located on Vidisha by-pass road (near
Transport Nagar, Kokta.) and is about 20 km from main rly. Station Bhopal
in the case of any assistance contact Sh. Parvez Aslam Ansari , Assistant
Director (7011233998) Sh. Sachin dhole , Training Officer at 8433043513
or/ and CAPT Control Room No. 0755-2706000. With warm regards.
Thi ... 1600/10
Sd by P S BHANDARI
TO:

01 CHIEF SECRETARY, ALL STATE / UTS
02 CHIEF, CPOS, ALL ORGANIZATION (BY POST)
03 CHIEF (INDIAN ARMY, IAF & INDIAN NAVY)
04 DGP/IGP, ALL STATES/UTS
05 REGISTRAR GENERAL, ALL HIGH COURTS
06 DIRECTOR OF PROSECUTIONS, ALL STATES / UTS

FROM: DIRECTOR, NINJA NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY & FORENSIC SCIENCE, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS, GOI, SECTOR - 3, ROHINI, DELHI-85

No. 20/33/2019- NICFS DATED 10 DEC. 2019 UNC

KINDLY REFER TO LETTER NO. 20/01/2019-NICFS DATED 22 OCTOBER, 2019 REGARDING CALLING OF NOMINATIONS OF VARIOUS COURSES TO BE ORGANIZED BY NICFS DURING JANUARY TO MARCH, 2020. THE NOMINATIONS FOR COURSE ON CRIMINOLOGY & FORENSIC SCIENCE FROM 6 TO 17 JANUARY, 2020 FROM YOUR DEPARTMENT HAVE NOT BEEN RECEIVED SO FAR. IT IS REQUESTED THAT OFFICERS OF THE RANK OF JUDGES / MAGISTRATES, DY. SP/ACP AND ABOVE, PROSECUTION OFFICERS DEFENCE OFFICERS & DISTT. MAGISTRATES / SDM MAY PLEASE BE NOMINATED TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS COURSE. EVEN A NIL REPLY MAY ALSO BE SENT ///

THI-1630/10

SD BY AK
TO .... 1. The Director GENERAL of POLICE.(All States & UTS)
2. ADDL DG (Training)/ IG (Training), Police (All States/UTs).

FM ... ASST. DIRECTOR (TRG) CAPT BHOPAL (BPR&D)

No. 48/Trg/GOOD PRACTICE/CAPT/Bhopal/2019/1269 Dated, the 05 Dec' 2019
Subject:- RESCHEDULING OF THREE DAYS WORKSHOP( VERTICAL INTERACTION) ON
"GOOD PRACTICES IN POLCING’’ AT CAPT BHOPAL.

May kindly ref this office letter no. NIL dated - 28'h March. 2019 and

It is to inform that CAPT Bhopal has been entrusted with the
responsibility to conduct All India Police Badminton Championship w.e.f.
13 to 17 Jan 2020. More than 500 participants from all over India is
expected to participate in the event.

In view of the above engagement, three days workshop (Vertical
interaction) on "Good Practices in Policing" scheduled w.e.f. 13-15
January 2020 is hereby postponed to 29th - 31ST January 2020. Requests
amend the course schedule accordingly and dispatch the trainees to report
to CAPT, Bhopal latest by 28 January 2020. Inconvenience caused is deeply
regretted.

THI .. 1700/10
SD BY P S BHANDARI